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Introduction 
This document replaces the Digital Plan Submission Standards and Procedures document. The 
standards and procedures described herein apply to the creation of plan packages strictly for use 
in Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) systems. 

AEP manages industrial, commercial and agricultural surface dispositions on public land in 
accordance with the Public Lands Act. Related legislation and policies are available on the 
Queen’s Printer website in the Laws Online/Catalogue section.  

Surface activity applications and amendments require a plan (survey/sketch) as part of the 
submission. The plan indicates activity extent and proximity to existing dispositions. All activity 
plans identified for digital submission must be submitted through the Plan Confirmation Service 
(PCS) for virus checking, level checking, zipping and encrypting, and prior to any application 
submission through the Electronic Disposition System (EDS). 

Upon successful submission, PCS provides the submitter an encrypted plan package and a 
confirmation number. Applicants or their agents can then submit the plan package prerequisite in 
EDS with its associated surface application. 

For inquiries regarding Digital Plan Submissions contact: 

• Plan Standards: John.Telder@gov.ab.ca  

• PCS Support: EDS.Support@gov.ab.ca  

Digital Plan Submissions 
Digital plan submissions became effective on June 5, 2006. All disposition plans submitted 
digitally to AEP need to be confirmed using PCS and submitted through EDS. 

Spatially referenced plans support the compilation of the Digital Integrated Dispositions (DIDs) 
mapping database. Search alberta.ca for DIDs for more information. 

Data Layer Requirements 
Data layers required to form part of a digital submission are used for location, accuracy and 
discrepancy clarification and are validated during integration. These layers allow your data to be 
uploaded and displayed in spatial tools such as DIDs and the Landscape Analysis Tool (LAT) so 
that applicants and land professionals can view areas of interest when planning or proposing an 
activity on Crown land. 

mailto:John.Telder@gov.ab.ca
mailto:EDS.Support@gov.ab.ca
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Lands Website 
The Industry Online Services webpage will keep you informed on events and commonly asked 
questions and additional links to provide additional information when using AEP’s land 
submission portals. Search industry online services on alberta.ca for more information. 

Digital Plan Standards 
The PDF plan submitted must be in accordance with the Content Requirements for Survey Plans 
and Sketches document, available at https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx, and the 
PDF plan forms part of the input zip file in PCS. If you prepared your design file using an 
AutoCAD/Microstation program or if prepared using GIS, a PDF is required. A submission 
package cannot exceed 5MB. 

CAD Files 
PCS accepts the following AutoCAD and Microstation file versions. 

Format Acceptable Versions  

DGN DGN 7 
DGN J 
DGN SE 

DWG DWG 2013 
DWG 2010 
DWG 2007 
DWG 2006 
DWG 2004 
DWG 2002 
DWG 2000 

CAD Level / Layer Requirements 

The file level/layering specifications and conventions are an enhanced version of the 
specifications currently used to submit digital plans to the Land Titles Office, Alberta Registries. 
PCS requires the following layers (or levels) and features. All other graphical data and text is left 
to the discretion of the plan author. 

  

https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx
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Layer/Level Required 
or 
Optional 

Feature 

9 Optional Property, R/W and Adjacent Dispositions 
Contains the line work of adjacent existing property, r/w and 
surface activities/dispositions as indicated per content 
requirements for that disposition. This property line work is 
typically outside of the area of interest. ATS (section) line work 
can be broken for plot purposes and is outside of Level/layer 17. 

10 Optional Text 
Contains the text for adjacent surface activities/dispositions, 
property and r/w. Leaders and arrows are acceptable. 

17 Optional ATS (Section) 
Line work is not to be broken and must be topologically clean. 
ATS line work must be complete for the entirety of all 1/4 
sections affected by the surface activity. There must not be any 
text element on this layer/level. 

28 Required Disposition Boundary 
This line work shows the limits/boundaries of the disposition. It 
must be bold enough to eliminate any possible confusion and 
not be dashed. In the instance of associated 
activities/dispositions on the same plan, the line work is not to 
be duplicated. This line work must be topologically clean, no 
duplicated line work and no dangles or undershoots. There must 
not be any text element on this layer/level. 

35 Required Geo-Reference Point (RP) 
Symbol and Text. See Geo-referencing Guide for specifications 

40 Required Surface Activity Code Text 
DMS, MSL, etc. are not required to be displayed on plot or 
image file. Insertion point must fall within the limits of the 
disposition polygon in each Crown parcel or ATS land parcel. 
There must be text elements on this layer/level. The text nodes 
on this layer represent the disposition type(s) such as DMS, 
LOC, REC, etc. Each text node must contain 3 alphabetic 
characters (no whitespaces or other characters). Exactly one 
text node must be located within the boundaries of each area 
comprising a surface activity. In other words, each polygon must 
have a single text node located within its boundary. The number 
of text nodes must match the number of surface activity polygon 
areas. No other text is allowed on Layer 40 except for 
disposition type codes. 
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Geo-referencing CAD Files 

All plans and digital files must be prepared in accordance with the Geo-Referencing Guide 
available at https://open.alberta.ca/publications/geo-referencing-guide. 

CAD Submission Package 

A PDF plan and a DWG (or DGN) drawing are both required with each digital CAD submission. 
PCS will accept a zip file containing the two files, though the naming convention for the set of files 
requires they all share a base file name and should avoid spaces and special characters. For 
example, if your chosen base file name is Project_123, then name the files as follows: 

• zip file name: Project_123.zip 

• zip file contents (not in a folder but zipped directly): 

- Project_123.dwg (or Project_123.dgn) 

- Project_123.pdf 

The drawing (CAD) file (.dgn or .dwg) must be geo-referenced as indicated in Section 5.1.2 and 
structured according to the level\layer requirements in Section 5.1.1 CAD files. 

The PDF file is the plan of record and must contain all data listed in the document, Content 
Requirements for Survey Plans and Sketches available at: https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-
plans.aspx. 

Shapefiles 
Unless otherwise stated in this document, shapefiles must correspond to the ESRI Shapefile 
Technical Description, ESRI White Paper dated July 1998: 

https://support.esri.com/en/white-paper/398 

Shapefiles store both geometry and attributes for features. Several different files and file 
extensions can comprise a shapefile, though PCS requires only three: geometry (.shp), attributes 
(.dbf), and index (.shx). 

Shapefiles must be submitted in geographic coordinates based on NAD83 datum. 

https://open.alberta.ca/publications/geo-referencing-guide
https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx
https://support.esri.com/en/white-paper/398
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Shapefile Requirements 

Boundary Shapefile 

The boundary shapefile contains the polygon(s) of representing the disposition boundary and 
three letter activity code or disposition type. In the case where two dispositions are present or 
when a linear disposition crosses a surveyed road allowance two polygons are required. The 
polygons must be topologically clean. Boundary polygons must be coincident to ATS v4.1. 

Field Name Data Type Examples of Acceptable Values 

DISP_TYPE String (3) DLO, EZE, CNT, PNT, … 

ATS Shapefile 

Contains the polygons of all 1/4 sections in their entirety affected by the surface activity, and the 
associated attribution. Polygons must be topologically clean and coincident to ATS v4.1. 

Field Name Data Type Acceptable Value Ranges 

QS String (2) NE, NW, SE, SW 

SEC Integer (2) 1 - 36 

TWP Integer (3) 1 - 126 

RGE Integer (2) 1 - 30 

MER Integer (1) 4 - 6 

Adjacent Shapefile 

The adjacent shapefile contains the polygon/s and attributions for adjacent active surface 
activities/dispositions as defined in the document Content Requirements for Survey Plans and 
Sketches for that disposition available at: https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx. 

Field Name Data Type Example of Acceptable Value 

DISP_TYPE String (10) E.g.: DMS080101 

https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx
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Shapefile Submission Package 

PCS requires a PDF plan and a set of shapefiles with each digital shapefile submission. 

The PDF file is the plan of record and must meet the requirements outlined in the document, 
Content Requirements for Survey Plans and Sketches available at: 
https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx. 

PCS naming convention requires all files share a base file name and should avoid spaces and 
special characters. Zip and name the plan PDF and shapefiles as per the following example, with 
example base file name Project_123: 

• The zip file 

- Project_123.zip 

• Its contents: 

- Project_123.pdf 

- B_Project_123.shp 

- B_Project_123.shx 

- B_Project_123.dbf 

- A_Project_123.shp 

- A_Project_123.shx 

- A_Project_123.dbf 

- J_Project_123.shp (optional) 

- J_Project_123.shx (optional) 

- J_Project_123.dbf (optional) 

In the case the proposed activity is not adjacent to other activities within the area of interest, the 
J_ files may not be required. 

https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx
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Plan Confirmation Service 
Overview 
The Plan Confirmation Service (PCS) accepts as input zip files containing files as specified in this 
document’s sections CAD Submission Package and Shapefile Submission Package. PCS 
prompts the submitter to input metadata, checks the submission plan package for viruses, and 
validates contents of the input submission package. PCS encrypts and compresses successfully 
validated submissions to provide the confirmation zip file. 

Note that PCS does not validate geo-referencing correctness. The submitter must ensure it prior 
to submission. 

In addition, AEP can reject any standards non-compliant submissions once submitted in EDS. It 
is a good practice to review PCS input files and documents against the Digital Plan Standards of 
this document and the Content Requirements for Survey Plans and Sketches available at: 
https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx. 

SecureXNET Account 
A SecureXNET account is required to access PCS. New account requests or requests to add 
PCS permissions to existing SecureXNET accounts can be submitted as per instructions on page 
below, under the heading, User IDs and Client IDs for access to Industry Online Services: 

https://www.alberta.ca/alberta-environment-and-parks-land-forms.aspx 

Submitting a Plan Package 
Logging in 

In a web browser load below URL and log in with SecureXNET credentials. For “Account Type” 
select “GoA Client”. 

https://securexnet.env.gov.ab.ca/pcs_login.html 

Submitting 

As most effort in generating a PCS confirmation plan package lies in creating a submission 
package as per the Digital Plan Standards section of this document, the remaining effort involves 
uploading said submission package and entering associated metadata in PCS. 

https://www.alberta.ca/survey-sketch-plans.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/alberta-environment-and-parks-land-forms.aspx
https://securexnet.env.gov.ab.ca/pcs_login.html
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After logging in, on the first page (screenshot below), click “Browse…” to upload the submission 
package, and enter the required fields. 

 

Enter metadata in above screen as follows 

• Set the “Submission Type” (and “CAD Version”, unless submitting a shapefile) 

• Set the “Projection” (unless submitting a shapefile, in which case “Geographic” is 
automatically selected and expected) 

• Enter at least one section containing or intersecting the activity’s boundary location by first 
entering a Section, Township, Range, and Meridian, and then clicking “Add” 
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After clicking “Next”, on the second page (screenshot below), enter the remaining metadata: 

 

After entering the required data on second screen (above) click “Next”, and if successfully 
processed, PCS displays Northing and Easting values. Verify the values are as expected. Then 
click “Proceed” and on the next page download the confirmation plan package by clicking the 
“HERE” link. 

Forward the zip file to applicants or agents for a corresponding surface disposition submission to 
the Crown via EDS. The first 10 digits of the zip file name (and the .enc file name) constitute the 
confirmation number, which the agent or applicant will need in EDS. Note that neither the zip file 
nor the .enc file should be written to, as that will corrupt the confirmation plan package. 
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Troubleshooting Tips 
For CAD file submissions, ensure there is one Text Node on Layer 40 per Disposition Boundary 
Area on Layer 28. If Layer 28 contains three polygons, then Layer 40 must contain three 
corresponding Text Nodes. 

For CAD file submissions, ensure the polygons on Layer 28 entirely contain their corresponding 
Text Nodes on Layer 40. The text node cannot touch any line work on level 28. 

Check any shapefiles generated from DWG or DGN files that they meet requirements. 

Polygons with line work less than 0.8m threshold apart will not be accepted by the process. DWG 
or DGN files below this threshold may need to be modified to meet this requirement. However, 
the PDF plan which governs the plan of record must reflect true measurements. 

PCS Errors and Causes 
CAD File Processing Warnings and Errors 

See below for a list of errors and warnings a submitter can encounter during PCS processing of a 
CAD submission package. 

Message Type of 
Message 

Condition or Cause 

PCS ERROR MESSAGE: No Disposition 
Boundary Area could be found and/or 
converted from line work found on Layer 28. 

Error No existing Disposition 
Boundary Area features on 
Layer 28 and/or no line work 
could be converted to a 
Disposition Boundary Area 

PCS ERROR MESSAGE: There exists no 
valid Disposition Type Text Node available for 
processing on Layer 40. 

Error There exists no valid 
Disposition Text Node located 
on Layer 40. 

PCS ERROR MESSAGE: The Disposition 
Boundary does not intersect with the following 
<legal description>. 

Error No Disposition Boundary Area 
intersects any ATS section 
entered through PCS Entry 
Screen. 

PCS ERROR MESSAGE: There exists a 
Disposition Boundary Area (Layer 28) that 
does have a corresponding Text Node (Layer 
40) located within its boundary. 

Error There exists a Disposition 
Boundary Area that doesn’t 
have a Text Node located 
within its boundary. 
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PCS ERROR MESSAGE: There exists a 
Disposition Type Text Node (Layer 40) that is 
not located within any corresponding 
Disposition Boundary Area (Layer 28). 

Error There exists a Disposition 
Type Text Node that is not 
located within any Disposition 
Boundary Area. 

PCS ERROR MESSAGE: The number of valid 
Disposition Type Text Nodes (Layer 40) must 
equal the number of Disposition Boundary 
Areas (Layer 28). 

Error The number of valid 
Disposition Type Text Node(s) 
doesn’t equal the number of 
Disposition Boundary Area(s). 

PCS ERROR MESSAGE: Invalid Geometry 
found on Layer 28 – <reason for failure>. 
Please ensure that all area and/or line work is 
topologically clean. 

Error On Layer 28 there exists an 
invalid geometry that cannot 
be fixed. 

PCS WARNING MESSAGE: There exist(s) 
unused lines line(s) found on Layer 28 that 
could not be converted a Disposition Boundary 
Area. This may result in an incorrect 
representation of the Disposition Boundary. 

Warning There exists line(s) on Layer 
28 that couldn’t be converted 
to a Disposition Area. 

PCS WARNING MESSAGE: Invalid Geometry 
found on Layer 28 – <reason for failure>. This 
may result in an incorrect representation of the 
Disposition Boundary. 

Warning In the submitted CAD file on 
Layer 28 there exists an 
invalid geometry that can or 
cannot be fixed. 

Shapefile Processing Warnings and Errors 

See below for a list of errors and warnings a submitter can encounter during PCS processing of a 
Shapefile submission package. 

Message Type of 
Message 

Condition or Cause 

PCS ERROR MESSAGE: There is no 
Disposition Boundary Area available to be 
processed. 

Error No Disposition Boundary 
Area is available for 
processing. 

PCS ERROR: The Disposition Boundary does 
not intersect with the following <legal 
description>. 

Error No Disposition Boundary 
Area intersects any ATS 
section entered through 
PCS Entry Screen. 

PCS ERROR: Invalid attribute <disposition type> 
contained within field “DISP_TYPE”. 

Error Disposition Type is not 
alphabetic. 
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Or, Disposition Type length 
is longer than 3 characters 
(whitespaces removed). 

PCS ERROR: Invalid Geometry found in the 
submitted shapefile - '<reason for failure>'. 
Please ensure that all geometry is topologically 
clean. 

Error In the submitted shape file 
there exists a Disposition 
Area(s) with invalid 
geometry that cannot be 
fixed. 

PCS WARNING MESSAGE: Invalid Geometry 
found in the submitted shapefile - '<reason for 
failure>'. Please ensure that all geometry is 
topologically clean. This may result in an 
incorrect representation of the Disposition 
Boundary. 

Warning In the submitted shapefile 
there exists a Disposition 
Area with invalid geometry 
that can or cannot be fixed. 
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